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Few questions to point out
1. Why? (language, heritage, gens?)

2. For what purposes? (democracy, 

freedom…?)

3. What is the 

outcome of that 

almost 30 years 

after? (developed 

countries…rich 

people?)



More communication, less conflict.

Rights equal responsibility, responsibility equal 

empathy and empathy equal equality.

Why we are fighting? We are the three tribes of 

one nation. But, the problem is – which one!?



The fairy tales of Nationalism /Chauvinism, aka populism in 

Balkans, which led to the Yugoslav wars, are based on :

1. We are the best. All others and those who are different are 

idiots, nationalists (basically, they do not know anything 

about nationalism based on “egalite, fraternite, liberte”) and 

enemies. Especially those from the neighbor countries -

republics, as part of Yugoslavia, prior to the war(s).

2. The way how we live is the best way of living in the world, 

while hundreds of thousands of people are leaving mentioned 

countries, even if they have good jobs and positions.



- Carrot of democracy or a stick of “demo(n)cracy”

- Socialism in ex-Yugoslavia (especially from 1975 until 

dissolution, 1991) was like capitalism today in Denmark, 

Finland and Sweden. Except of a one party system. Why it 

failed and opened a door for the forth-coming wars?



Why? Because, of the lack of a transparent democracy, 

democracy as a procedure with as much power as much 

responsibility, we had just an illusion of “self-governing” 

within the one-party “democracy” that has been transferred 

into an illusion: the “self-governing” of the nations within the 

countries of ex-Yugoslavia. So, after that, just a year and half 

prior to the war we get this in Bosnia and Herzegovina:



- I was a fighter against the communism in my young age. 

Still I am, but this time against the system in which area of 

former Yugoslavia is living since the dissolution and wars. 

Why? It is even worse. 



- Nowadays so many believers and so many thieves. 

Contradictio in adiecto…Out of 9.900.000 communists, out of 20 

million people, suddenly, over night all started to believe in 

God (Allah, Jesus Christ)

- Gambling as a goal, of trust and…faith?!

- Become politician to get rich and religion, instead of being a 

connecting source between different groups, has become a main 

cause of separation, supporting their own ethnics parties. 

- Organized anarchy or organized crime? Or both?



Thank you

Questions?


